PUT ONLY ONCE THE PRINT
MATERIALS IN YOUR PRINTER
Switch Media at the Press of a Button
Change your print media quickly and easily within seconds. Self-adhesive films, banners, paper, perforated films or
textiles - you will immediately have the right material to print. The newly developed Media Booster increases your
flexibility and provides a significant improvement in your digital printing workflow. The annoying and constant
changes of material is a thing of the past!
Media Booster Cores
The eight supplied cores with a diameter of 75mm keep the print media in the right place. The maximum roll
width is 138 cm for the MB-54 roll changer and 163 cm for the MB-64. Narrower rolls can be guided to the
desired printing position on the core without problems.
Insertion Opening & Handling
Loading the Media Booster with print materials is unbelievable simple. Place the rolls in the insertion opening,
move the desired roll to the correct position simply by pressing a button and you can continue to print.
Thanks to the clever design, the rolls do not even need to be fastened in place. Production costs
decreased and everyday work is made easier with the rapid change of media.

OPTIMIZE THE MEDIA FEED
FROM 1 TO 8 ROLLS

SAVE TIME AND
GENERATE LESS WASTE
IN YOUR PRODUCTION.

Compact, Stable & Durable
Use your space efficiently and store your print materials exactly at the right place. The compact design

Save a lot of time and valuable printing material.
Increase your production with fast media changes.
Thanks to the Media Booster, print materials are
very good protected from dust and fingerprints.
Faulty printouts due to bent material edges and
inadequate stocking of the rolls, are also avoided
with the Media Booster.

and the strong motor make it possible to store eight
rolls in a very small space. Thanks to the attachment
units, the roll changer is aligned precisely and trace
accuracy is ensured even for larger print jobs.
In addition to optimum arrangement and less material damage, the Media Booster also provides significant simplification and optimization of work
processes.
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